
this
is us.



Our vision:
innovation
in quality



A family-run
company with
Italian style.
Tecnoarredamenti was founded in 1973 
in Aviano, a town in the province of 
Pordenone, in north-eastern Italy, where 
the company still has its registered offices 
and production plant. The company
is owned by the Taurian family, which runs 
its business activities.
Our production plant covers 8,000 m2.
Our company’s products are 100% made 
in Italy and 100% custom-designed.
At every stage of our production process, 
we are committed to the health and safety 
of our employees and to safeguarding the 

environment. Our industrial production 
plant is designed to ensure rapidity
and the very highest quality.
Right from the company’s founding, 
Tecnoarredamenti has focused very 
closely on the quality of the product
and the services provided to our clients.
This policy has enabled us to consolidate 
our position and earn the trust of the
market in which we operate.
By consistently following this approach, 
Tecnoarredamenti has today become
an acknowledged leader in the sector, 
both in Italy and internationally.





Creating
space
Tecnoarredamenti has acquired extensive skills 
and experience in the world of hospitality, 
catering and food retail, and constantly monitors 
and interprets the new trends as they evolve.
It is for this reason that our projects are
always based on the most modern and highly
functional elements, which are used together with
innovative concepts to create truly eye-catching
and comfortable furnishing ambiences.
Our research laboratory is staffed by a team
of highly-skilled architects and designers, 
all dedicated to developing innovative and 
effective solutions for major food retailers.
Tecnoarredamenti has become an acknowledged 
hub for creative thinking aimed toward developing
new product, communication and design concepts
which anticipate developing trends in the national
and international markets. 



At the beginning of the 2000s, 
Tecnoarredamenti created its t-studio,
an independent department in the form
of a laboratory of independent thinking 
whose aim is to develop original solutions 
which bring greater creativity to the 
company’s projects. T-studio analyses 
the needs and objectives of each client, 
listens to their ideas, and then transforms 
this input into a fully customized project. 
This approach enables the team to develop
comprehensive projects which not only 
meet the effective needs of the clients
but whose originality is also surprising.

t-studio
creative
team
at work

























Reference
La Donatella 
Caffè Diemme
Quaranta
Mariani Lifestyle
Eurospin
Muu
Gruè
Dalmasso
Fraccaro Spumadoro
Granarolo
Caffetteria Torinese
Metro
Dok Dall’Ava
L’incontro
Carrefour
Tiri
Compass Group
Mavrommàtis - FR
Numbs Le Bistro
Puratos
Top Food
Aromi - UK
Bigoi
Turet
L&G Boulangerie - FR
Bauli
Follador

Casual Ristorante
Enrico Bartolini
Panarello
Colomberotto
Rovagnati
Gino Fabbri
Anteri
Top Gourmet
Menchetti 1948
Gabbani - CH
Il Mediterraneo
Corsini Biscotti
L’Éclair De Génie
Don Peppe
Forno D’Asolo
Antoniazzi
La Maison Nordique - FR
7’S Giò
Granmercato
Greens Supermarket - M
BEFeD
Beretta
Casa Mastroianni
Himù  - UK, M
Jérôme Cafè
Fou De Patisserie - FR
KM90 Silvano Romani

I Caprini
Cinecittà World
Pepe Mastro Dolciere
Unipol Group
I Ragazzi Dell’Etoile
Rossano Boscolo
Don Nino
Il Bottegone
Sclavi
Redondo Iglesias
Marelet
Dolcezze Savini
Bianca Mozzarella - AE
Spinnato
Yurban Food - BR
Gelatorino - UK
Dongelati - D
Eleanor&Laurent - CA
Al Centro Bilotta - CA
Enoteca Venetia - USA
Gather Restaurant - CA
Il pane di Villa
Biasetto Pasticceria
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